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ABSTRACT13
14
This work shows that in the frame of the stochastic generalization of the quantum
hydrodynamic analogy (QHA) the uncertainty principle can be derived by the
postulate of finite transmission speed of light and information . The theory shows
that the measurement process performed in the large scale classical limit of
stochastic QHA (SQHA), cannot have a duration smaller than the time need to the
light to travel the distance up to which the quantum non-local interaction extend
itself. The product of the minimum measuring time multiplied by the variance of
energy fluctuation due to presence of stochastic noise shows to lead to the
minimum uncertainty principle. The paper also shows that the uncertainty relations
can be also derived if applied to the indetermination of position and momentum of a
particle of mass m in a quantum fluctuating environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION20
21
How the classical behavior is achieved in passing from the quantum dynamics to the22
macroscopic scale is a problem of interest in many branches of physics [1]. Actually, a23
unified theory hosting both the quantum mechanics as well as the classical ones, where the24
transition between the two dynamics is gradual, coherent and systematic, is still underway25
[2-4].26
The incompatibility between the quantum and classical mechanics comes mainly from the27
impossibility to manage the non-local interaction of the quantum mechanics that acts among28
the parts of a system whatever is their relative distance even if infinite. This infinite range of29
non-locality of the quantum mechanics makes it incompatible with the (local) classical30
mechanics that cannot be achieved on whatever large scale limit of quantum theory.31
This missing bridge between the classical and  the quantum mechanics leads also to the32
logical incompatibility between the quantum non-local interaction and the finite speed of33
transmission of light and information at the base of the relativistic theory.34
The difficulty in passing from the quantum to classical description has a clear mathematical35
evidence in the QHA approach [5-7] where the classical limit is recovered simply by posing36
the Plank’s constant   equal to zero.37
Even if this procedure is well understandable from the empirical point of view, it is not correct38
from the mathematical standpoint. This because by posing 0 and eliminating the39
quantum pseudo-potential [6] the stationary QHA distributions (i.e., the eigenfunctions of the40
Schrödinger approach) are wiped out so that the nature of the QHA equations are deeply41
changed.42
Even if this is a great theoretical problem, from the empirical point of view, the solution43
appears quite natural. It has been shown by many authors that fluctuations may destroy44
quantum coherence and elicit the emergence of the classical behavior [8-10].45
Large scale dynamics (i.e.,   small and negligible quantum potential interaction) and46
fluctuations clearly seem to be the “ingredients” that can lead to the classical behavior.47
This observation is confirmed by the stochastic generalization of the QHA developed by the48
author [11-12] where the mechanism to pass from the quantum to the classical behavior is49
analytically detailed .50
In the SQHA model the standard quantum mechanics is obtained as the deterministic limit of51
the theory while the stochastic classical behavior is recovered in weakly interacting system52
as the large scale limit.53
By using this model, where it is possible to systematically pass from the quantum behavior to54
the classical (stochastic) one, we show in this work that when a statistical measurement is55
performed (i.e., the measuring apparatus and system are not a unique quantum system)56
such a process has a finite minimum time of realization. This result is due to the fact that  the57
measuring apparatus and the system must be far apart a distance bigger than the distance58
of quantum non-local interaction and the transmission of information cannot be faster than59
the light speed. The theory shows that the minimum interval of time measurement multiplied60
by the energy variance due to the environment fluctuations is a constant and that can be set61
equal to the Plank’s constant.62
63
2. THE SQHA EQUATION OF MOTION64
65
When space distributed noise is considered in the QHA, the motion equation for the particles66
density (PD) n (i.e., the wave function modulus squared (WFMS)), in the limit of small noise67
amplitude reads [12]68
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where  the noise correlation distance c reads74
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where  is the amplitude of the spatially distributed noise  ,  is the PD mobility that depends76
by the specificity of the considered system [12], )q(V  represents the Hamiltonian potential and77
)(quV n  is the so-called (non-local) quantum potential [5-7] that reads78
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The Schrödinger equation is recovered for the complex variable [5]80
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where pS(q,t)  .82
The noise variance (2) is a direct consequence of the derivatives present into the quantum83
potential (i.e., 21n /  ) that gives rise to a membrane elastic-like contribution to system energy84
[5] that reads85


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where higher curvature of the PD 21 /n  leads to higher energy (see figure 1).87
88
89 Figure 1  Quantum potential energy as a function of the “curvature” of the particle density n.90
91
Therefore, independent fluctuations infinitesimally far apart and leading to very large curvature92
wrinkles of the PD and hence to an infinite quantum potential energy.93
If we require that any physical system can attain configurations with finite energy, independent94
fluctuations of PD on shorter and shorter distance must have smaller and smaller amplitude. In the95
small noise limit, the energetic constraint96
leads to the existence of a correlation distance (let’s name it c ) for the noise variance [12] (see97
figure2) By imposing that the variance of the quantum potential energy fluctuations does not98
diverge in presence of a Gaussian noise it follows that the correlation distance must obey to the99
relation [12]100
2120 /lim )mk(c 
 . (9)101
The proportionality constant is defined by additional information that we discuss about102
further on in the paper.103
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Figure 2. The particle density )t,q(n owing Gaussian Fluctuations104
It is worth mentioning that the stochastic equations (1-5) deriving by the following system of105
differential equations106
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for the complex variable (7), are equivalent to the stochastic Schrödinger equation [11]109
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2.1 Local large-scale dynamics113
114
In addition to the noise correlation function (2), in the large-distance limit, it is also important115
to know the behavior of the quantum force quqqu Vp 
 .116
The relevance of the force generated by the quantum potential at large distance can be117
evaluated by the convergence of the integral [2]118
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can be used to evaluate the quantum potential range of interaction.124
For analyzing the interplay between the Hamiltonian potential and the quantum one in a125
general non-linear case, we can consider the linear case. For the linear interaction, the126
Gaussian-type eigenstates leads to a quadratic quantum potential and, hence, to a linear127
quantum force, so that ttancons|Vq|lim qu|q| 


1  and q diverges.128
129
Figure 3. Particle density )t,q(n  for near-linear Hamiltonian potential130
131
Moreover, since faster the Hamiltonian potential grows, more localized is the WFMS and132
hence stronger is the quantum potential, in order to have q  finite (so that the large-scale133
classical limit can be achieved) we have to deal with a system of particles interacting by a134
135
Figure4. The scaled quantum force quVq 1  for near-linear Hamiltonian potential136
weaker than the linear interaction.137
For Hamiltonian potential weaker that the quadratic one (<0 in figure 4), the quantum138
potential force (QPF) quV at large distance grows less than linearly. Given  the case of a139
pseudo-Gaussian WFM such as ])q(Pexp[nlim k|q|  , for 3
2k  the integral140
dq|Vq| qu
0
1   converges [12].141
When the length resolution  of our physical problem is larger than c and q  so that we142
have c  q << << L , where L  is the physical length of the system, equation  (11)143
reads [12]144
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where , given that 0
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is the classical force and where p is a small fluctuation of the momentum since the variance150
of the quantum potential fluctuations (i.e., )(qu)(qu VV 0nn  ) tends to zero for vanishing151
  (for the convergence to the deterministic limit warranted by (2)).152
By (15) we can see that in the large scale limit the quantum action S  that reads153
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converges to the classical value clS  plus a small fluctuation and that the noise variance155
reads156
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2.2 The features of the large scale classical limit158
159
The stochastic classical dynamics defined by (15-16) is obtained by neglecting the quantum160
potential interaction that at large distance reads161
. )(qu)(qu)(qu// VVVlimlim qc 00 nnnLL
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162
This operation that in absence of noise is not mathematically correct, in presence of noise163
does not alter the outputs of the equations since it is much smaller than the fluctuations of164
the quantum potential itself )(qu)(qu VV 0nn  .165
Obviously, the effect of the quantum potential fluctuations )(qu)(qu VV 0nn   on the166
dynamics of the system is not equal to the effect of their mean value to which )(quV 0n may167
be close. The stochastic sequence of inputs of quantum potential do not lead to any168
coherent reconstruction of superposition of state whether or not we take into account the169
very small deterministic quantum potential )(quV 0n .170
As a consequence of this selective efficacy of quantum potential interaction that acts on171
small scale dynamics while it becomes ineffective on large ones, the stochastic large scale172
mechanics in SQHA maintains its local behavior until the resolution size   is larger than173
the quantum coherence length c .174
Moreover, higher is the amplitude of the noise  , higher is the attainable degree of spatial175
precision within the classical (local) limit. On the other hand higher is the amplitude of noise176
higher are the fluctuations of classical observable such as the variance of energy177
measurements.178
This mutual conflicting effect is basically the same of that one of the conjugated variables179
leading to the Heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty. To verify this, let’s evaluate the180
uncertainty relation between the time interval t  and the variance in the energy181
measurement on a punctual particle of mass m in the classical mechanical limit of the182
SQHA.183
If on distances smaller than c any system behave as a wave so that any its subparts184
cannot be perturbed without disturbing all the system, it follows that the independence185
between the measuring apparatus and the measured system requires that they must be far186
apart more than c and hence for the finite speed of propagation of interactions and187
information the measure process must last longer than the time c
c  (see figure 5).188
189
Figure 5. The coarse-grained classical view in a fluctuating quantum environment190
Moreover, given the presence of the Gaussian noise we have that the mean value of the191
energy fluctuation is   kE )( .192
Thence, for the classical case  (  kmc2 ) for a particle of mass m leads to an energy193
variance E  that reads194
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 from which it follows that197
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199
therefore if we use the freedom to choose the proportionality constant to introduce into the200
SQHA model to the physical information of the uncertainty principle 2
htE    , we obtain201
that  . It is worth noting that the product E  is constant  since the growing of the202
energy variance with the square root of  2122 /)kmc(E  is exactly compensated203
the decrease of the minimum time of measurement204
2122 /)kmc( 
 (21)205
206
The same result is achieved if we derive the uncertainty relations between the position and207
momentum of a particle of mass m. If we measure the spatial position of a particle with a208
precision of cL   so that we do not perturb its quantum wave function (that extends its209
on a smaller spatial domain) the variance p of the modulus of its relativistic momentum210
mc)pp( / 21  due to the vacuum fluctuations reads211
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Leading to the uncertainty relation\213
22
21 h)mk(pL /c   (23)214
If we require to measure the spatial position with a precision cL  , we have to perturb215
the particle quantum state.216
Due to the spatial confinement of the wave function, an increase of the quantum potential217
energy is generated so that the final particle momentum gets a variance p higher than (22)218
and still satisfying the uncertainty relations steaming by the property of the Fourier transform219
relations.220
 (22) holds as far as we remain in the classical approach and we do not explore the space221
into domains whose length is smaller than c so that momentum variance is given just by222
the environmental fluctuations.223
224
3. DISCUSSION225
226
The SQHA model shows that for  that goes to zero ( i.e., c  and the standard227
quantum mechanics is realized) the measuring time goes to infinity and the energy228
fluctuation E goes to zero (we have a perfect overall quantum system with exactly defined229
energy levels).230
This makes clear that in a perfect quantum universe the measuring process is endless (i.e.,231
not possible) confirming that the classical behavior is needed to the definition of the quantum232
mechanics based on the measuring process.233
The SQHA approach shows that the logical contradiction between the non-local quantum234
interaction and the finite transmission speed of interactions comes by two singularities of the235
standard approach: the infinite velocity of light in the non relativistic limit and the infinite236
value of the quantum coherence length of the deterministic limit of standard quantum237
mechanics.238
This conceptual incongruity ends in the frame of the SQHA model where quantum239
coherence length is finite and the systematic passage to the classical mechanics is allowed.240
On macroscopic scale with the range of non-local interaction equal to c (i.e., local classical241
description) the minimum uncertainty principle is compatible with the relativistic requirement242
of finite speed of light and information transmission. It is interesting to note that the243
uncertainty relations still apply to the spatial localization of quantum state due to the244
presence of fluctuations.245
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the Heisenberg indetermination principle in the SQHA is246
achieved by the fact that  the minimum duration of the measurement process multiplied by247
variance of the energy fluctuation leads to a constant. This can happen since the energy248
variance going like 2122 /)kmc(E   exactly compensates the  -dependence of the249
minimum time of measurement 2122 /)kmc( 
 . The same compensation happens for250
the position-momentum uncertainty relation of a particle of mass m.251
If we consider the SQHA model as the general one, in which the standard quantum252
mechanics represents the deterministic limit, and that the minimum uncertainty relations253
comes from a property of the general SQHA theory, it follows that the uncertainty postulate254
can be re-visited as deriving by the finite transmission speed of interactions and the255
existence of a finite non-local quantum distance in a fluctuating environment.256
257
4. CONCLUSION258
259
The stochastic generalization of the QHA shows that the local classical description, in which260
it is possible to divide a system into independent sub-parts (so that we can improve the261
precision of local variables) has a physical limit given by the distance on which the non-local262
quantum interaction takes place.263
Given that below the length on which the quantum non-locality sets-in, any subpart of a264
system cannot collect and extract statistically independent information on the remaining one,265
the measuring process cannot be performed in a time shorter than that one needed to the266
interactions and information to be transmitted beyond such a distance.267
The localization of the quantum states in the SQHA model (achieved as a consequence of268
fluctuations) obeys to the uncertainty relations.269
The existence of the Heisenberg indetermination principle into the SQHA dynamics can be270
derived by the fact that the minimum duration of the measurement process multiplied by271
variance of the energy fluctuation results constant.272
In the frame of this approach the minimum uncertainty postulate derives by requiring that the273
finite transmission speed of information is compatible with the non-local character of the274
quantum mechanics.275
276
277
278
NOMENCLATURE279
280
n : squared wave function modulus l-3281
S : action of the system m-1 l-2 t282
m : mass of structureless particles m283
 : Plank’s constant m l2 t-1284
c : light speed l t-1285
k : Boltzmann’s constant m l2 t-2 °K-1286
 : Noise amplitude °K287
H : Hamiltonian of the system m l2 t-2288
V : potential energy m l2 t-2289
Vqu : quantum potential energy m l2 t-2290
 : Gaussian noise of WFMS l-3 t-1291
c : correlation length of squared wave function modulus fluctuations l292
L : range of interaction of  non-local quantum interaction l293
G() : dimensionless correlation function (shape) of WFMS fluctuations pure number294
 : WFMS mobility form factor m-1 t  l-6295
 = WFMS mobility constant m-1 t296
297
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